APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Schedule

Respondent No:……..
Date:……………..

Instructions: I am collecting data for my Ph.D. thesis. I am enrolled for Ph.D. in the department of Sociology & Social Work A.M.U., Aligarh. The title of my thesis is “Socio-Economic Deprivation of Muslims in Lock and Lac Industries: A Comparative Study of Aligarh and Hyderabad”. I request you to provide your answer. I would like to assure you that information will be kept secret and anonymity will be maintained at all the levels.

Bio-Data

1) Name →
2) Age
   a) Child (5-14)    b) Young age (15-35)
   c) Middle age (36-60) d) Old age (61 and above)
3) Sex
   a) Male   b) Female
4) Caste
   a) Ashraf   b) Ajlaf   c) Arzal
5) Address→ …………..
6) Phone No.→ …………..

Family Information

7) Civil Status
   a) Married   b) Unmarried
8) Nature of Family
   a) Single   b) Nuclear
   c) Joint   d) Extended
9) Head of the family
   a) Father   b) Mother   c) Husband
10) No. of families living in the house→ …………..
11) Total Number of Family Member
    a) 1-3 Members   b) 4-6 Members   c) 7 Members or More
12) No. of Sons / Daughters / Brothers / Sisters→ …………..

Education

13) Are you literate or illiterate → …………..
14) Total number of literate persons in your family → …………..
15) If literate, what is the level of your education?
    a) (below vth) b) (vth to viii th)
    c) (viii th to xth) d) (xth & above)
16) In which kind of school do your children go for studies?
a) Private  b) Madarsa  c) Missionary
d) University  e) Municipal  f) No schooling

Income

17) What is the nature of work that you are doing? →  
18) For how long have you been involved in this type of work? →  
19) Is this a family business?  
a) Yes  b) No  
20) Type of salary payment  
a) Daily  b) Weekly  
c) Fortnightly  d) Monthly  
21) Method of payment  
a) Cash  b) Cheque  
22) Income of Respondent (in Rs. Per month) →  Rs.………..
23) Do you have any other source of income?  
a) Yes  b) No  
24) If yes, please give the sources and amount  
a) Property income →  Rs.………..  b) Asset income →  Rs.………..
25) What is the subsistence?  
a) Low  b) Moderate  c) High  
26) Tools & lock / lac equipment owned  
a) Yes  b) No  
27) Approximate value of tools and equipment  
a) Rs. 201 & above  b) Rs. 50-200  c) None

Housing Status

28) Ownership status of the house  
a) Own  b) Rented  c) Government quarters  
a) Patta  e) Awkaf  
29) Type of house  
b) Slum-thatched b) Kachcha  c) Semi Pucca  
d) Pucca  e) Cemented  f) Double storeyed  
30) Work Inside House / Outside House  
a) Inside House  b) Outside House  
31) Number of rooms  
a) One  b) Two  c) Three and above  
32) Source of water supply in the house  
a) Running water  b) Tap connection  c) Taken from street tap  
d) Hand Pump  e) Boring
33) Safe Drinking Water  
a) Safe  b) Unsafe  c) Don’t Know  
34) Market value of the house →  Rs.………..  
35) Electrified or not  
a) Yes  b) No
36) Period of stay in Aligarh / Hyderabad
   a) Below 5 yrs    b) 6 to 10 yrs
   c) 11 and above   d) Native
37) Migration from
   a) Rural         b) Urban
38) Place of Migration
   a) Distance      b) Within / Outside District / Province

Health & Hygiene

39) Is your work hazardous for your health?
   a) Yes          b) No
40) Do you do anything to minimize the effects?
   a) Yes          b) No
41) If yes, type of remedial measures
   a) Traditional Remedies  b) Unani  c) Allopathic
   d) Homeopathic         e) Ayurvedic  f) Spiritual healing
42) Do you have any disease?
   a) Yes          b) No
43) Type of disease?  .....................
44) Seasonal Sickness
   a) Summer       b) Winter  c) Rainy Season  d) No
45) Is your disease related to work hazards you are engaged?
   a) Yes          b) No
46) Occupational Hazards in lock industry Aligarh
   a) Electricity  b) Sharp tools and Heavy Machine
   c) Chemicals, acid and polish  d) No
47) Occupational Hazards in lac bangle industry Hyderabad
   a. Fire         b) Lac  c) Both fire and Lac  d) None
48) What kind of toilet you have?
   a) Flush       b) Non-Flush
49) Toilet Facility
   a) Inside House  b) Outside House
50) Has any external agency ever helped you?
   a) Yes          b) No
51) Are young people interested in joining the lock industry?
   Yes / No
   a) If yes why……….. b) If no why…………..

Political Dimension

52) Do your family members vote regularly?
   a) Regular       b) Irregular
53) Nature of roads
   a) Kachcha       b) Pucca
54) Width of roads
   a) Good          b) Reasonable  c) Narrow
55) Nature of drains
   a) Unattended    b) Stagnant   c) Spill over
d) Attended  e) Flowing

56) **Cleanliness**
a) Good  b) Fair  c) Moderate
d) Poor  e) Very poor

57) **Overcrowding / Noise**
a) Extremely noisy  b) Fairly noisy  c) Moderately noisy
d) Reasonable quite  e) Very quite

58) **Water logging**
a) Yes  b) No

59) **Garbage everywhere**
   a) If yes →
      Yes / No
      In heaps / Spread Municipal

everywhere /
collection

60) **Are you satisfied with the work done by political parties in your locality?**
a) Fully Satisfied  b) Partly Satisfied  c) Don’t know
d) Not Satisfied  e) Fully Dissatisfied
Appendix 2: Lock making Process in Aligarh

**Picture 1:** A girl watching her elder sister doing lever *Chirai* while her younger sister washing utensils at the back side

**Picture 2:** Two small children are tightening the parts of lock with aluminum wire which is locally known as *Bandhai*
Picture 3: In this picture the artisan is engaged in polishing the parts of locks which is very hazardous due to suffocated room with full of black ashes

Picture 4: A man is busy in fitting the keys and locks of drawers which is known as Mudia Bhatia
Picture 5: A worker doing dangerous work if he diverts from it then his hand cut down

Picture 6: Another worker is doing same type of work in a dark room
**Picture 7:** A worker pulling the hand press in his house with full concentration

**Picture 8:** A worker rubbing the cover of lock for shining
Appendix 3: Lac Bangles Making Process in Charminar (Hyderabad)

Picture 1: In Kadhai a boy is preparing lac

Picture 2: Rolling the lac as rods

Picture 3: Coal burner

Picture 4: Coloured lac

Picture 5: Sizing the bangles

Picture 6: Heating the uncolored lac
Picture 7: Rubbing the coloured lac *hattha*

Picture 8: Coil formation using the

Picture 9: Heating the coil

Picture 10: Shaping the coil

Picture 11: Putting the metal bangles into coil

Picture 12: Fixing the coloured stones into the bangles
Appendix 4: Problems Faced During Field Study in Aligarh and Hyderabad

The researcher selected the field area in two different state industries of India. One was a lock industry of Aligarh and another was a lac industry of Hyderabad. Researcher’s encounters and experiences during field study are described as follows:

- Being an outsider, it was very difficult for the researcher to get information from the respondents.
- The field area was far away from the university campus of A.M.U. So she reached there by rickshaw only, but due to poor draining system the rickshaw puller generally left her near Idgah or Gonda road which is very crammed. From there she had to walk upto 3 kms in order to reach Goshtwali Gali, Mabood Nagar, Mehfooz Nagar and its adjacent areas.
- At any season the field area was always found sludge, grimy and grubby. Because of these inescapable and insanitary circumstances sometimes it was not feasible for the researcher to wander there from one place to another.
- Despite having close connections with some people in Hyderabad the researcher faced various problems because it was not a native place of her, that’s why she took some time to develop a rapport with the respondents. Most of them seem reluctant in giving their information and directly told her not to ask such questions. In order to handle these respondents the researcher took them into confidence which helped to a very great extent.
- In Hyderabad the problem faced by her was the distance of the field area i.e. (Charminar) located in old city because it took two hours to reach the field area. Although she was residing in the girls hostel of Maulana Azad National Urdu University located near Hi-tech city. From there she had to walk more...
than two kilometers daily from the hostel to bus stop, where she got bus to Mehdipatnam then changed another bus to Shalibanda bus stop near Charminar.

- It was often quite risky for her to move from one place to another due to ongoing Telangana issue in Hyderabad.
- In both industries there are some respondents who felt if some information would be given by them, then they would be paid money in return. So it became a very thorny condition for her to handle. The poor and uneducated class had the thinking that all these surveys only provide the researcher some money, job and scholarship. The researchers conducted such surveys for their own well being rather than for any benefit and prospects of the respondents.
- Inspite of all these problems the researcher considerably enjoyed the job at hand. She communicated and interacted with many people during her course of survey, which helped to generate a lot of information and experience.